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Location of Fangxiang
Program Running in Fangxiang Women Center (1999-2002)

Fangxiang Women Center (FWC)

1999
- Oral History Workshop
  - Group of Education
    - Literary Class Asoanan
  - Group of Healthcare
    - Preparing for Midwives Training
  - Group of Recreation
    - Preparing for Lusheng Training Workshop
      - Baskett-ball Match
    - Plantation of Bijoaoz (Chinese Medicine)

2000
- New Textbook for Night School: More comprehensive and relevant content for local peasant
  - Subjects: Chinese, Maths, Healthcare, Marriage Law
- First training for Midwives
- Basket match on March 8th
  - Women's Festival

2001
- New Textbook: First Aid, Field Management
- Practicing at the village
  - Second training for midwives
- Lusheng Training Workshop
  - Transferring Seeds and techniques to the second group

2002
- Sharing group of field management and fruit plantation
  - Training of pig raising and corn plantation
  - Building Network of migrant workers
- Health Care in process
  - Pig raising for group-income generation in meditation expense
  - Third training for midwives

First harvest of Bijoaoz